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INTRODUCTION TO THE TEACHING MANUAL
This teaching manual is part of Intellectual Output 4 of GrEAT project; this is
the result of a shared evaluation of the project made together by the partner
organizations and by the teachers of the schools acting as final beneficiaries of
the activities, working in a sort of evaluation team.
The evaluation team worked on three different topics:
-

the activities managed at school inside the project’s frame;

-

the activities realized by the schools themselves that deal with green
education and take inspiration from the GrEAT project;

-

the green business or green professionals of the project’s territories met
by students and teachers during GrEAT activities.

Considered these three categories, the evaluation team chose the best
practices to be collected in this Teaching Manual taking into consideration
especially some aspects:
-

the educational impact;

-

the dissemination and replication potential;

-

the sustainability of the action.

The following best practices are the result of this collection and evaluation
process, presented in short descriptive forms; the beneficiaries of this Manual
are other upper secondary school teachers that can be interested in deepening
the green economy topics or even in starting a project about green jobs inside
their own school.
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BEST PRACTICES

SECTION A: GrEAT ACTIVITIES AT SCHOOL
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Title of the action
University orientation
Who is in charge of the action
The GrEAT partner organizations
Beneficiaries of the action
Students from the upper secondary schools involved in GrEAT project
Objectives
For students:
-

To have a bigger picture on which courses local universities offer on
environmental topics;

-

To discover that the environment is transversal to several study fields
and you can become a green jobber through many different paths;

-

To have tips on how to make the best University choice possible

Description of the action
This action is made of two phases:
-

Phase 1 > the project partner prepares and submit to the students
a questionnaire on their objectives and future expectation about
studies, job and career;

-

Phase 2 > the partner analyses the questionnaires and, according
to the answers, creates a map of potentially interesting courses
related to the green economy sectors offered by the nearby
universities, being careful to point out many elements that an
attentive student should take into consideration; after that, the
partner organizes a presentation of this map to the students
involved.

Expected results
-

Fulfilment of a questionnaire by the students, that will help them to start
orienting in the University choice;

-

Realization of a map of all the opportunities offered by the local/regional
universities about environmental topics.
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Educational impacts
The choice of the University course is a very important moment in a
person’s life and it can be done with several degrees of awareness. The
educational impact of this activity concerns especially the growth of this
awareness, aiming at helping students in two important issues:
-

To try to understand what they really want, what are their future
expectations, which vocations do they have, taking into account the
opportunities offered by the green economy sectors;

-

To have a comprehensive picture of the University offer within the own
territory about environmental topics, also evaluating other and not
directly related elements (e.g. the course is in English, the course gives a
degree valid to other countries, the University is a big or small one, pros
and cons…).

Dissemination and replication potential
The dissemination potential is mostly internal to the school, considering that
the map realized can be spread also to the classes not directly involved in
the project.

The replication potential is very high, this activity can be done in every
upper secondary school in Europe.
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Environmental: this activity can underline some
environmental topics not immediately easy to see.

economic
aspects

of

and
the

Social: this activity has an important impact on students’ awareness during
such an important and tricky decision on future studies
Economical: this activity can be designed and managed also internally, by
the teachers, so with no budget.
Institutional: a good University orientation program is a source of pride for
an upper secondary school and can become a permanent service and an
effective communication tool for the institution.
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Title of the action
Meetings with local green jobbers
Who’s in charge of the action
The GrEAT partner organizations
Beneficiaries of the action
Students from the upper secondary schools involved in the GrEAT project
Objectives
For students:
-

To deepen the local economical contest and meet some protagonists of
the green economy in their areas;

-

To meet real green jobbers in person and understand/know more about
their jobs, what skills and studies are required and which specific
opportunities are open for youngsters;

-

To acquire new knowledge and information about specific environmental
topics.

For teachers:
-

To create or strengthen relationships with local economic actors that
could be useful for school-to-work exchange programs;

-

To promote the culture of sustainable development among students.

Description of the action
The meetings with local green jobbers are organized by project partners
(but, under different conditions, they could be organized directly by the
teachers) in cooperation with the hosting school: it will be defined together
with some important preliminary questions, such as the dates and times of
the meetings (morning or afternoon? During or after school?), how many
students/classes will attend (students’ age? From which specific courses of
study?), whether they have realize some preparatory activity in class before
the meeting (for example a set of questions or a collection of data
concerning the specific economic sector).
The partner will also take care of the selection of the green jobbers invited,
also considering specific factors like age and sex of the professionals (if they
are young adults, it can be easier for students to identify themselves in the
stories told; especially concerning scientific professionals it’s also important
to take into account the gender question, to motivate also female students
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to consider science as a future opportunity); the school appoints a teacher
who will be the tutor of the meeting and will take care of booking the room,
provide the facilities and fulfil the bureaucracy needed.

The meeting itself will be held by the partner, who will take care of a short
introduction about green economy and the specific local economic context.
After that, the green jobbers will tell their experience, introducing the
company they work for and the related economic sector, then focusing on
their working everyday life (what do they practically do, what are their
tasks), their motivation, how they found that job, what skills and studies
are required and so on. In the end, there will be a space for questions and
answers to make students interact and be engaged in the presentations.
If possible, it would be also good to plan and organise a sort of “Green jobs
day”, involving more local companies and schools interacting in meetings
and workshops and also organise one-to-one meetings/interviews.
Expected results
-

new relationships created between schools and other local subjects in the
area

-

acquisition of new information and knowledge by the students involved

-

first approach with the business world and with interesting green
economy professionals
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Educational impacts
The educational impact of this activity mainly concerns contents and
inspirational objectives. While telling students their working activities, the
green jobbers can give many theoretical and practical information about the
referring economic sector, the technologies used and problems and
opportunities of their businesses; at the same time, the personal
experience, the motivation and choices, the professional successes and
failures that these persons can tell students have an important educational
impact, because they can be powerful tools of inspiration for the
youngsters.
Dissemination and replication potential
This kind of activities has a strong dissemination potential, involving both
the school institutional channels, the local media and also communication
channels of the companies involved, that can show how they are committed
to their territory, with strong benefits for the companies’ image.
The replication potential is very high, this activity can be done in every
upper secondary school in Europe.
Depending on the financial feasibility, a meeting at school or even
something bigger like a small local fair involving several companies and
schools in a sort of “Green jobs orientation day” can be planned and
organised
Sustainability
institutional)

of

the

action

(environmental,

social,

economic

and

Environmental: this is the perfect chance to transfer concepts and
knowledge about environmental topics in a more interactive and personal
way, and get to know the positive impact of the green companies on the
environment
Social: this kind of meetings are very interactive for students and have a
great inspirational power, thanks to the direct and not filtered experiences
they come in touch with
Economic: this activity can be designed and managed in different ways.
These meetings provide students with information about jobs and careers
and what to study and how to reach them, that could be interesting for
them in the future.
Institutional: the green economy actors met by the students can become a
long term relationship for the whole school, especially if interested in
welcoming students for a company visit or even for internship experiences.
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Title of the action
Video making class about green economy
Who’s in charge of the action
The GrEAT partner organizations
Beneficiaries of the action
Students from the upper secondary schools involved in the GrEAT project
Objectives
For students:
-

To deepen the local economical contest and find the main protagonists of
the green economy in their territory;

-

To meet green jobbers in person and understand what their job are like
and which opportunities are open to the youngsters;

-

To acquire some specific skills concerning video making;

-

To learn how to observe deeply as to catch the most relevant elements
for story telling

For teachers:
-

To create or strengthen relationships with local economic actors that
could be useful for school-to-work exchange programs;

-

To realize a short video documentary that can be presented in several
occasions as an output of the laboratory.

Description of the action
The video making class dedicated to green economy and green jobs is
organized by project partners in cooperation with the hosting school: it will
be defined together with some important preliminary questions, such as the
dates and times of the course (morning or afternoon? During or after
school?), how many lessons (depending both on the budget available and
on the expected results, e.g. one or more videos of which length), which
students will attend the class (age? number?), what are the criteria for the
choice of the participants (specific interest? Higher school performance?).
The partner will also take care of the selection of the professional video
makers who will be the trainers of the class; the school appoints a teacher
who will be the tutor of the course and will take care of booking the room,
provide the facilities and fulfil the bureaucracy needed.
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During the development of the course, it will be the students in charge to
find interesting stories and protagonists of the local green economy and
involve them, but the partner will constantly support them in this activity.
The course will foresee some lessons dedicated to the shooting and also to
the video editing; it’s possible that the professional video makers will
dedicate also some hours of work, at the end of the class, at the finalization
of the video.
Every school can decide if to make the professional video maker follow the
whole process since the beginning or if to have just a few lessons of the
professional video makers and a more direct involvement of teachers and
project partners.
Expected results
-

realization of some short videos dedicated to the local green economy;

-

new relationships for the school with other subjects of the territory;

-

acquisition of skills about video making and knowledge

-

green economy by the students involved.
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Educational impacts
The educational impact of this activity concerns contents, methodology and
skills. The individuation of the potential protagonists of the videos requires
the knowledge of (at least) some principles of science, economics and
environmental engineering; this activity of scouting and selection gives to
students the possibility to deal with the methodology of field research; the
design and realization of the videos provides students with some very
specific skills about how to write a script, how to write and conduce an
interview, how to use a camera and how to do video editing.
Dissemination and replication potential
The realized videos are a perfect dissemination tool, both for institutional
channels (local media, school institutional web site, municipality web site…)
and informal ones (social media, blogs…).
The replication potential is very high, this activity can be done in every
upper secondary school in Europe. Depending on the presence of a
dedicated budget, a professional video maker can be involved or the
teachers themselves can lead and guide the students.
Sustainability
institutional)

of

the
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Environmental: this is the perfect chance to transfer concepts and
knowledge about environmental topics in a more interactive and funnier
way.
Social: this kind of laboratorial activities are very interactive for students
and can be also funny moments during which they approach school from a
different perspective, strengthening relationships with classmates and
teachers and reinforcing their capability of cooperating and working in team.
Economical: this activity can be designed and managed in different ways,
according to the budget. This laboratory provides students concrete skills
and tools of video making, that could be an interesting profession for them
in the future.
Institutional: the videos produced during the laboratory can be a very
communicative output for the school (they also can be used for the
participation to dedicated contests); the green economy actors met by the
students can become a long term relationship for the whole school,
especially if interested in welcoming students for a company visit or even
for an internship experience.
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Title of the action
Short-term teachers and educators training
Who’s in charge of the action
The GrEAT partner organizations
Beneficiaries of the action
Teachers and educators from the upper secondary schools involved in the
GreAT project and social youth centres.
Objectives
For teachers and educators:
-

-

-

-

to allow teachers and educators to discover methods of non-formal
education with the topic of ecological transition in order to apply it
during their classes or during their time spent with young people;
to allow teachers and educators to meet their colleagues from other
countries and exchange with them about their teaching and
educational methods;
to empower teachers and educators to look for more information
about the ecological transition issues and about the offers of green
labour market;
to allow teachers and educators to empower their students or
youngsters to participate in European projects and to help them to be
more active and interested in environmental issues.

Description of the action
Short-term teachers and educators training dedicated to the ecological
transition and green jobs is organized by the project partners. First of all,
they will define together some important preliminary questions, such as the
place, dates, length, language of the exchange, program of activities,
interventions, visits and workshops of the training, number of the
participants from each country (depending on the budget), etc.
The project partner who will host the training will be responsible for finding
and booking the place of training, booking the visits at the green
companies, providing all the facilities, equipment, etc. needed for
workshops, activities and interventions of green jobbers, taking care of
communication, that means all the questions are answered, all the
propositions are considered and discussed and everybody is informed about
all decisions, plans, changes, payments. All this will be done with the
approval and support of all project partners.
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The content of the training program should meet the objectives of the
training by using different types of activities which are based on methods
of non-formal and informal education: “learning by doing”, open debates,
world-cafés about ecological issues and green jobs, direct discussion with
green jobbers, visits of “green” non-profit organisations, etc. All the
participants are free and welcome to participate in activities which interest
them and are also empowered to share their ideas, opinions, experiences in
this field with others.
Expected results
-

be more engaged in ecological transition issues in order to be able to
speak to youngsters about it;
discover new practical workshops and activities about the green
economy;
become more open to new ideas and culture differences, more
respectful to environment and to others;
creation of the international relationships which can be developed in
the future projects.
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Educational impacts
-

-

awareness and adoption of alternative, multi-faceted approaches to
learning;
skills and attitudes which can be developed: team work, sharing,
cultural openness, taking of initiatives, capacity to express one’s
opinions in a foreign language, to listen to others, to make a
compromise;
enhanced interest in environmental issues, ecological transition, green
jobs, alternative non-profit organisations, innovative projects, etc. as
well as a broader general knowledge about these subjects.

Dissemination and replication potential
The photos, short videos, thoughts of participants, workshop's content, etc.
all this is a good material to be used as a dissemination tool, both for
institutional channels (local media, school institutional web site, web sites of
non-profit organisations working with youth, municipality web site…) and
informal ones (social media, blogs…). Teachers and educators back at their
schools and youth centres can organise workshops/debates about the
ecological transition issues, green jobs, international mobility, cultural
habits, etc. for their colleagues and for their students/young people in order
to inform them and to motivate them to become more interested and active
in these topics.
The replication potential is high, this activity can be done by any
organisation/school/youth centre who is motivated to organise an
international training and who is ready to host a group of international
participants for a certain period of time. Of course that “size” and length of
the training will depend on a dedicated budget.
Sustainability
institutional)

of

the

action
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Environmental: International training is the incredible occasion to bring
together people from different environments (schools, youth centres, green
enterprises, green and social non-profit organisations,...) and countries and
give them the unique opportunity to work together and to gain new
knowledge and experiences about environmental topics.
Social: The participation in international training which is carrying on the
methods of non-formal education will give the upper secondary school
teachers and youth center educators the opportunity to think of how they
can change some of their lessons and activities to make them more lively
and funny for youngsters. It will help them to better understand the
educational system of other environments and countries, to develop all
kinds of skills, to acquire new knowledge.
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Economical: This training can be designed and managed in different ways,
according to the budget. This kind of event could help to increase the
number of activities and debates about environment, sustainable
development, local and international green economy, etc. for young people
making choices for their future, that can be addressed to the green sector
or to study environmental issues in professional schools or universities.
Institutional: The network of schools, non-profit organisations, professionals
in green economy created during the international training will help to put
together people with similar interests, it will help them to cooperate in the
future and if they wish it will help them to start working together on new
projects at national or international level.
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Title of the action
Green Job Future in our Province
Who’s in charge of the action
Asociación Cultural Somos Europa
Beneficiaries of the action
Students of the IES La Laguna (Padul, Spain).
Objectives
For students:
- To encourage future of young people towards training related to green
jobs;
- To show young people the companies that are active in our province
related to green economy and relative studies;
- Possibilities of studies related to green jobs in Granada.
For teachers:
- To get to know the companies of the field of green economy;
- To encourage them to undertake projects that promote the future
training of young people in studies related to green jobs.
Description of the action
They gave a speech at the “La Laguna Institute” in which first-year upper
secondary school students participated, as well as those who participated in
the GrEAT Student Exchange in France (April 2019) and in the making of
the videos.
In this speech, we reviewed the companies of the province that can be
framed within the green economy field (Sustainable Construction,
Reforestation, Wind and Solar Energy, Organic Farming and Sustainable
Tourism) with special emphasis on people who are employed and are
participating in training on which they count.
In the same way we addressed the studies related to green jobs that are
available in the University of Granada.

Expected results
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-

The young participants have obtained an accurate view of the companies
that are working in the field of sustainable economy in our environment;
It will help them to clarify the type of training demanded by the
companies that work in the field of green economy as a real opportunity
for their future;
They learned about the training offered by the University of Granada
related to green jobs.

Educational impacts
The educational impact can be very high to the extent that many of the
youngsters who are participating in the project can focus their work life
towards green jobs. The talk has been very focused on our territory because
we look for the potential work of these young people to revert in us.

With this work that is being developed thanks GrEAT project, as it was
summarized in this speech, it has given visibility to the employability of
green jobs. We are sure that we will get some of the young people with
whom we have worked to carry out studies related to green jobs.
Dissemination and replication potential
The speech has condensed much of what has been the focus of GrEAT
project. We would like this speech to be repeated in more institutes, which
is totally feasible and desirable.
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Environmental: We promote sustainable jobs that aim to achieve the
sustainability of our planet.
Social: We intend that young people can be trained and develop their future
working life in our region. We want to fight against the depopulation of rural
areas.
Economical: The promotion of work with green jobs is always economically
more profitable insofar as it aims to not deplete resources.
Institutional: We have the full support of Padul City Council to carry out this
type of speeches in municipal spaces. We are sure that in the future many
other City Councils will support us.
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BEST PRACTICES

SECTION B: OTHER GREEN EDUCATION ACTIVITIES INVOLVING
SCHOOLS
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Title of the action
Worldskills Croatia Competition
Who’s in charge of the action
Secondary school-Centar za odgoj i obrazovanje; Worldskills Croatia- A
state competition for auxiliary florists.
Beneficiaries of the action
Students of secondary school-Centar za odgoj i obrazovanje (Zagreb,
Croatia).
Objectives
-

To present the professional competences of students who are taught
in the profession of auxiliary florist and auxiliary gardener;
To demonstrate the skills of auxiliary florist and auxiliary gardener;
To point to sustainable development and the need to maintain
environmental cleanliness and waste recycling;
To inform parents and pupils about the possibility of enrolling in
programs for students with disabilities in accordance with their
interests and opportunities, as well as employment in the profession.

Description of the action
From March 26-28, 2019, at the Zagrebački velesajam (Zagreb Fair), it was
held the State Competition of Vocational School Students - WorldSkills
Croatia 2019, the largest professional competition in this part of Europe.
Approximately 600 of the best students of vocational schools competed in
43 vocational disciplines (40 competition disciplines and 3 reviews) where
they presented professional competencies and demonstrated the skills
needed to successfully perform tasks specific to a particular vocational
occupation.
WorldSkills Croatia 2019 has set up two new disciplines (for the first time!)
- competitions for students with disabilities: auxiliary florists and auxiliary
cooks and confectioners.
Our school was host for two disciplines:
◦ COMPETITION FOR AUXILIARY FLORISTS
◦ REVIEW OF TASKS OF STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES
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Activities undertaken within this action:
- Drama performance "F" (about tolerance, understanding and
acceptance of people with disabilities);
- "Try Your Skill" activity, in which students tried their skills through
simple practical tasks of planting succulents to bring them closer to
their future occupation;
- panel discussion "Challenges of organization practical training for
students with disabilities" - for mentors. This discussion attended
several schools which has programs for disadvantaged students,
business representatives, Croatian Employment Service, Ministry of
Science and Education;
- State Administration Offices and City Office for education.
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Expected results
- A greater number of recruited students in profession of auxiliary
gardener and florist;
- Better knowledge of schools (pupils, teachers, parents) of the programs
for students with disabilities;
- Increase the interest for auxiliary florist and gardener profession;
- increase student interest in green jobs.
Some main benefits of this best practice concern the promotion and
popularization of vocational education in the profession of auxiliary florist –
encouraging pupils with disabilities from 7th and 8th grade of primary schools
for enrolment in the profession of auxiliary florist and auxiliary gardener.
Educational impacts
All the activities mentioned above had an impact on the large number of
students who could get acquainted with the skills and tasks needed for the
profession of auxiliary florist.
Dissemination and replication potential
The event was presented and promoted through the website and FB site of
the school, through invitations sent to primary and secondary schools and
other collaborative institutions. On the stand it was prepared promotional
materials (leaflets, pens..) about school and GrEAT project. We had a large
number of visitors and we provided them information about green
profession in our school and GrEAT project.
Sustainability
institutional)

of
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Environment: Special attention was paid to the recycling and separation of
waste during the competition itself. Competitors were assessed and
evaluated for proper handling of waste and separation at the foreseen
containers.
Socialization: Our students have shown that they can be part of a great
event and contribute independently of their disabilities. By participating in
this competition, it has given a contribution to the promotion and visibility
of the program for students with disabilities. This has contributed to the
development of social awareness of the real abilities, competences and
successes of students with disabilities, especially in the field of green jobs.
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Title of the action
Green libraries
Who’s in charge of the action
Secondary school-Centar za odgoj i obrazovanje; Working Group for Green
Libraries of Croatian Library Societ; Library Bogdan Ogrizović Zagreb.
Beneficiaries of the action
Citizens of Zagreb
Objectives
The aim of this action is to raise awareness among the public about the
admission of young people with disabilities, especially those who are
educated in special institution. Also, the aim is to raise awareness of their
creative capacities and potential in environmental protection.
-

To point to the strengths and talents of students with
disabilities;
To present the work of the student cooperative DAR-MAR;
To strengthen the environmental awareness among young
people;
To encourage greater involvement and cooperation of schools
with the local community;
To strengthen the prerequisites for youth employment in green
jobs;
To show that waste is not garbage and that it has a useful
value.

Description of the action
Not only students and teachers from the school, the target group was also
formed by employees:
- Working Groups for Green Libraries of the Croatian Library Society
(HKD),
- Department of Protection and Storage of National and University
Library in Zagreb
- Trade Unions of the National and University Library in Zagreb
- Library Bogdan Ogrizović
In the period before Christmas, our students and teachers were making a
Christmas tree from recycled materials. They used old CDs, plastic caps,
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old ladders and pallets.
On December 20th 2018, our “ecological” Christmas tree was exposed in
the lobby of the National and University Library in Zagreb and there was
until 11th January 2019. The second ”ecological Christmas tree” was
exhibited in the lobby of the Bogdan Ogrizović library in the center of
Zagreb.
The Christmas trees were decorated by students, teachers and
representatives of partner institutions listed above. In this action our
students had the opportunity to cooperate with local community and to
present their interest in environmental protection.
The trees are made in two combinations of colors: white-blue and redgreen-gold. Below them we have exhibited numerous ecological Christmas
products made in students' cooperatives. The exhibition was open for two
weeks and we have achieved remarkable results.
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Expected results
-

Encourage citizens to spread ecological awareness;
Attracting the public to eco-solutions offered by young people
under mentorship of their teachers in this innovative approach;
Continue cooperation with all the stakeholders involved in this
action.

Educational impacts
One of the most important goal of this project was to point to the
importance of education for creating a sustainable society. In cooperation
with the Working Group for Green Library and the Bogdan Ogrizović Library
in Zagreb, we have been encouraging the spread of awareness for
sustainable development and environmental protection. The most important
educational outcome for our students was their ability to deal with
ecological problems through innovative and creative approaches and to be
positive examples and drivers of change in their community.
Dissemination and replication potential
The events were presented and promoted through the web and the FB site
of our school. Our partners in this action shared our posts on their pages
which contributed to the dissemination of the GrEAT project. A short video
was taken on this event and it was presented at the final conference of the
project (IO3- Short video).
It can be watched on: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EJ6nE9wYwMk

Sustainability
institutional)

of

the

action

(environmental,

social,

economic

and

Environment: Students have developed recycling skills, an innovative and
creative approach to waste management.
Socialization: This action has contributed to a better quality of awareness
for students with disabilities who were a strong promoters of the idea of
sustainable development in the community. That is the way how we have
been preparing them for a future life, not only teaching them about their
primary profession but gaining additional capacities to engage in social and
professional life.
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Economical and institutional: This project has shown its great economic and
institutional sustainability and will continue every year before Christmas.
We made a great connection with local community and we will continue to
cooperating on green economy topics with our partners.
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Title of the action
Ecological garden in the school center
Who’s in charge of the action
Upper secondary school IES La Laguna (Padul, Spain).
Beneficiaries of the action
Students of the involved upper secondary school
Objectives
For students:
-

To encourage the future of the students by training related to organic
farming;
To motivate young people to undertake their own projects;
To acquire some specific skills concerning ecological agriculture and
project management.

For teachers:
-

To create or empower motivation among youngsters to generate new
projects.;
To explore organic farming as a way to generate employment.

Description of the action
This initiative was being operated in the Institute for several years and it is
the result of the concern of several teachers. With this garden, they intend
to encourage young people's motivation, to get involved in initiatives
students are interested in and, at the same time, to introduce them to the
field of ecological agriculture, so they can know the different phases.
This garden is located in the school, so there is a series of established hours
during which the involved students take care of their space and during
break-time they can continue working.
The students have taken care of preparing the ground so that it is in
optimal conditions before planting and they are in charge of planting,
maintaining and collecting its fruits. Two Professors are in charge of
supervising and training.
Expected results
-

To learn how to manage an ecological garden in all its phases;
To be introduced to entrepreneurship ;
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-

To find a possibility of working in ecological agriculture in the future;
To motivate young people to get involved in initiatives that inspire them.

Educational impact
The educational impact can be very high to the extent that many of the
children who are participating in the project can focus their work life
towards the management and care of organic gardens.
This project equips the participants with tools that will serve them
throughout their lives, such as management of work time, teamwork and
motivation.
The Institute has become a more attractive place, more connected to
nature, to which it wishes to continue being.
Dissemination and replication potential
The initiative of the Ecological Gardens is totally transferable to other
educational areas, in fact it is becoming more and more widespread. The
Association “Vale” that works with young people with disabilities and
Olivarillo School has developed a project aiming to implement a garden.
They would like to create a municipal work network that will prolong their
performance by initiating it in the school and prolonging it in the Institute so
as it culminates in a university education in these subjects.
There are several platforms that support initiatives such as the National
Prize “Ecological Educational Gardens”, which gives visibility to projects that
promote social regeneration through organic farming.
The award, promoted by Asociación “Vida Sana” and “Fundación Triodos”,
has four categories, three from its beginnings to educational centers and
one aimed at entities that have developed some experience related to social
agriculture. We would like to opt for these awards for the visibility it would
offer to our project.
Sustainability
institutional)

of

the

action

(environmental,

social,

economic

Environmental: We promote organic farming so we look
sustainability of the land and the least possible impact on it.

for

and
the

Social: This activity encourages interaction among young participants, aims
to learn to work as a team and make decisions. It is being made in a
relaxed and motivating environment which favours learning much more.
Economical: It is supported by funds that the institute uses for the
implementation of innovative projects. Fortunately, it is not a costly project
in terms of materials and the trainers are the teachers themselves, so their
sustainability is totally guaranteed.
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BEST PRACTICES

SECTION C: GREEN BUSINESS / GREEN PROFESSIONALS
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Name of the business / professional
Unió de Llauradors i Ramaders del País Valencià

LowCabonFeed

Address and contacts
Website:
Address:
Phone:
e-mail:
Contact Person:

http://www.launio.es/
https://www.lifelowcarbonfeed.com/en/
C/ Marqués de Dos Aïgues, 3-1
46002 València
(+34) 963 530 036
launio@launio.org
José Castro León

Description of the activity
La Unió is the main agricultural professional organization in the Valencian
countryside. La Unió is the only regional organization, and therefore, with
presence in all Valencian regions to respond to their specific needs and
provide the services needed by professionals in the agricultural sector to
develop their business.
Within the works of La Unió, they work on different research and
demonstration projects that give an added value to agricultural products
and a sustainability to agricultural work.
In this sense, La Unió is working in a Life project called LowCarbon Feed
(LCFeed) founded by European Union though the programme for
environmental and climate actions Life.
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Its main aim is the elaboration of a
feed for goats that reuse of
agricultural residues of rice and citrus
fruits, waste which currently is
burned.
Rice straw and pruning remains of
citrus fruits are considered waste
without practically any commercial
value.
The reuse of these materials as
ruminant feed prevents burning and
decreases
GHG
emissions
from
livestock.
This project is demonstrating that
with the reuse of citrus and rice waste
is possible to produce an animal feed
that contribute on the one hand to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions and
on the other hand to reduce costs of
waste management for farmers and
offer a food with added value to
goats.
Obtained results
During the execution of the project it has been produced around 50 tons of
animal feed (LCFeed) using waste from citrus and rice crops, and the main
results are:
- Reduction of GHG emissions in citrus and rice crops due to new
valorisation of their waste that normally would have been burned.
- Reduction of waste elimination costs for the farmers, increasing the
viability of their work.
- Production of new high-quality animal feed (LCFeed) with low emissions
in a competitive price range in the market, and providing added value for
the farmer and his livestock, great nutritional value and reducing the
methane emissions of his livestock (demonstrated by the Polytechnic
University of Valencia).
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Skills required
The skills required to take part at a project like this are mostly some
technical knowledge (different depending on the role), the flexibility to work
in a wide team and a transdisciplinary approach.
Studies required
The professionals involved in the project are the following:
- Waste Manager
- Carriers
- Engineer head production plant
- Production plant operator
- Business manager
- Sales representative
- Marketing
- Agricultural engineer
It means that there is a wide range of possible studies that give access to a
project like this, basically it is necessary a University degree.
Replication potential
The LCFeed business model has great replicability in countries and regions
where they have citrus, rice and ruminant breeding as Greece, Italy,
Turkey, Portugal, France, Morocco, Egypt, China, India, EEUU, Brazil.
In addition, the same model could be applied for the use of other
agricultural waste that had good properties for animal feed, which would
make it replicable in many other areas and countries.
Sustainability of the activity/job (environmental, social, economic and
institutional)
Environmental: this business model could reduce emissions in agricultural
and livestock in the following measure:
- Reduce the emissions in rice cultivation an average of 7 tons of CO2 per
hectare and year if it is valorised the rise straw;
- Reduce the emissions in citrus farming an average of 5.9 tons of CO2 per
hectare and year, if it is valorised citrus pruning waste; Reduce up to
20% in methane emissions of the goat fed with the LCFeed.
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Socio-economical: this new business model will contribute in these specific
aspects:
- Creation of new jobs
New jobs creation in waste management sector to collect and transport
the agricultural waste;
New jobs creation in valorisation of waste and biomass, and production
of new animal feed;
New jobs for commercialisation of LCFeed.
-

Improvement of profitability and parallel activities
Reducing operating costs of citrus crops;
Reducing operating costs of rice crops;
Increasing waste management sector profitability;
Creation or increasing the profitability of valorisation industry;
Increasing the profitability and/or quality of the ranchers.

-

Improvement in rural development of vulnerable areas
Agricultural activities have a great impact on rural development. This
project allows improving the quality of certain activities in the primary
sector thus contributing to an improvement in rural development.

-

Improvement in the quality of life and health of people
The reduction of CO2 emissions has a direct impact on the area due to
the inhalation of fumes and particles in suspension that have said fumes.
The elimination of burning has a direct impact on the quality of life and
health of people.
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Name of the business / professional
Municipality of Serra

Address and contacts
Website:
Contact:
Phone:
Video:

http://www.serra.es/
C/ Sagunt, 31
46118 Serra, Spain
(+34) 961 688 443
https://youtu.be/GB8WdXFxsho

Description of the activity
The municipality of Serra is a mountain town, with little more than 3,300
inhabitants. 95% of its municipal area is within the scope of the Sierra
Calderona; 85% of Serra’s territory corresponds to forest land.

In 2011, the expenses of managing green waste accounted for € 90,000 for
the City Council.
With this situation the City Council saw the need to protect their natural
environment and at the same time reduce the costs of managing green
waste in their municipality.
In this context, in a first phase, they decided to acquire an autonomous
chipper equipped with 60 hp diesel engine, capable of crushing trunks up to
25 cm in diameter.
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In the same phase, they projected and install a heating system in children's
school by means of circuits of hot water and radiators, fed by a biomass
boiler of 35 kW polycombustible. This boiler would use the biomass
produced by the chipper.

In a second phase, and due to the good results obtained from phase 1, they
decided to acquire a domestic pelletizer to test to produce biomass in pellet
format, more usable for the biomass boilers.
At the same time, an installation of heating system powered by a 65 kW
polycombustible biomass boiler was made in the City Hall building.
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In a third phase, they invest in an improvement in the pellet production
process with the acquisition of new pelletizing line capable of producing 800
tons of pellets per year.

Obtained results
The management of agricultural and forest pruning remains converted into
heating fuel for municipal buildings is an example for Europe, since even a
delegation from the European Commission travelled to Serra to see its
progress and results.
The main results obtained are:
Phase 1: at the end of the first winter of operation of this phase, the
municipality obtained a total saving in waste management and electric
billing of more than € 19,000.
Phase 2: there was a total annual saving in waste management and
electrical billing of more than € 41,000, with a total saving after 4 years of
€ 164,000 and a total reduction of CO2 emissions of 100,000 kg.
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Phase 3:
-

Average annual savings in green waste management: € 25,000
Average annual saving of electricity: € 22,000
Total pellet production capacity the first year: 300 tons
Total pellet production capacity: 800-1000 tons
Total reduction of CO2 emissions per year: 350 tons
Hectares protected by forest fire prevention works: 130 ha
Employment created in wood pellet production and biomass extraction
plant: 5 people

Skills required
During the development of the different phases was required:
-

Technicians
Forestry management knowledge
Waste management knowledge
Plumbing, electricians and worker for heating systems installation
Electricians and mechanical knowledge for pellet line installation
Operators of crushing machine and pellet production line
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Studies required
To be part of a project like this, it is necessary to have technical knowledge
and competence; depending on the specific role covered, it could be a
degree (maybe with a peculiar specialization), especially something
concerning engineering, the after school technical training or a specific
secondary school title.
Replication potential
The potential for replication of this project is very high given that there are
many municipalities with large forest areas that poses a great problem for
their management due to its high costs.
Through the development of this project, forest management and cleaning
are improved, economically favouring the municipal coffers and at the same
time reducing GHG emissions by using biomass in their heating systems.
Therefore, each municipality with medium-large extensions of forestry land
could replicate this project adapted to the scale of their needs.
Sustainability of the activity/job (environmental, social, economic and
institutional)
This project involves the reduction of GHG emissions and the natural
environment is better taken care of since to obtain the residues cleaning
tasks are carried out in the mountain that help to fight against the
propagation of fires, and jobs are created in the pellet production, the final
fuel.
In short, it is about putting into practice the complete cycle of a circular
economy.
Actually, as Municipality of Serra produce more pellet than used in
municipal biomass boiler, they provide part of 100 tons of pellet for their
neighbours and the rest goes to the external market, resulting an additional
economic income.
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Name of the business
Rulli Frulli Band
Address and contacts
Fondazione Scuola di Musica Carlo e Guglielmo Andreoli
c/o Mani Tese Finale Emilia
via Camposanto 7/A, Finale Emilia (MO) - ITALY;
phone number +39 348 0411462;
contact person: Federico Alberghini, info@bandarullifrulli.com.
www.bandarullifrulli.com
Description of the activity
The Banda Rulli Frulli was born in Finale Emilia in 2010; at the beginning it
was a marching band composed by 10 young percussionists of different
ages, but with the earthquake of May 2012, that destroyed the building of
the Music school, the project was at a crossroads: it could close or decide to
go bigger; the participants found hospitality in another association building
and the energy for a huge evolution into an orchestra, composed now by 70
elements from different age (from children to young adults) and gender,
involving also 18 persons with disabilities.
One peculiar aspect of Rulli Frulli Band is that the most part of the musical
instruments they use are self-built, starting from materials recovered from
wastes.

Obtained results
Every year the musical growth of Rulli Frulli Band is giving them new
opportunities of exhibit in prestigious occasions, such as the Expò of Milan
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(2015), the 1st of May national concert in Rome (2016), an important tv
show on national television (2017) and the visit of the Pope to the Emilia’s
2012 earthquake zone in 2017.
Skills required
Just one, love for music! Then, it will be Rulli Frulli Band the place where to
obtain important skills, the first one concerning respect and acceptation, in
a group that doesn’t show disability but valorises it.
Studies required
Rulli Frulli Band was born inside a music school, so it doesn’t really require
previous studies; the laboratorial methodology starts from the idea that
understanding the potential of a material (in terms of sound) and figuring
out how and why an object sounds is something instinctive (almost
primitive), that gives the kids the opportunity to speak the universal
language of rhythm.
Starting from this idea, inside Rulli Frulli the activites are shared in two kind
of labs:
-

music lab, in which the concert takes shape;

-

Instruments construction lab.

Replication potential
Music is something universal and the methodology expressed by Rulli Frulli
is already spread around in a series of collateral projects, such as one with
migrants guests of a first welcome structure in Reggio Emilia, one in the
outskirts of Milan with kids in socio economical needs, another one with the
patients of the psychiatric hospital of Reggio Emilia.
Sustainability of the activity/job (environmental, social, economic and
institutional)
Rulli Frulli focuses on aspects normally considered parallel to the music
activity, that become central in an optic of sustainability:
-

laboratories of self-construction of musical instruments, using recovered
materials (e.g. pipes, tiles, bins of different materials, washing machine
drums);

-

integration and interaction of people of different age and abilities, trying
to involve everyone the most he/she can;

-

sharing of an experience of life and socialization, that brings both
enthusiasm and success and stress and failure.
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Name of the business
CCPB srl
Address and contacts
Viale Masini 36, Bologna - ITALY;
phone number +39 051 6089811;
contact person Filippo Piredda, pressoffice@ccpb.it.
www.ccpb.it
Description of the activity
CCPB certifies organic and eco-sustainable products
worldwide. As inspection and certification body it operates
in the agro-food industry and in the non-food sector, more
specifically cosmetics, detergents and textiles. Making the
production process more efficient and sustainable is the
goal of CCPB professionals. Certification actually plays a
fundamental role for the competitive development of
companies: it contributes to upgrading their production
and environmental impact, as well as enhancing food.
Obtained results
Today CCPB certifies about 13,000 companies in Italy and
worldwide, of which 11,500 in the organic production
sector; this includes well-established industrial groups,
large-scale retailers, small and medium-sized enterprises and start-up
companies. The European Commission has recognized CCPB as equivalent
certification body in 39 countries worldwide.
Skills required
The inspection and certification activity requires big precision (no details
shall escape!), the skills have to be always updated about law, rules,
national and international standards; another important skill concerns
independence and transparency.
Studies required
Besides the administrative staff, the main required studies are degrees in
agronomic, biology or environmental science. After that, highly
recommended is a course for Technician expert in systems of quality
management, Food safety or Agribusiness sustainability, that ensure a
knowledge of the methodologies and audit process concerning UNI EN ISO
19011:2018.
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Replication potential
The replication potential of this best practice is hard to define: on one side,
it is very high, thinking that its actual market is global, not local; on the
other side it’s a strongly reputational activity, built in a very long term
period. Anyway, a fundamental condition to enter and stay in this business
is to have all the due authorizations, according to the different national
legislations.
Sustainability of the activity/job (environmental, social, economic and
institutional)
The inspection and certification activity has not intrinsic character of
sustainability, but it’s a fundamental and preparatory activity for the
sustainability of other subjects (in this case mostly agribusiness),
companies that are able to develop sustainable practices and actions and
that, when certified, can show externally their commitment.
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Name of the business / professional:
Solénéo
Address and contacts
Address: 72, chemin de l'industrie, 31390 Carbonne, France
Website: www.soleneo.fr
Contact person: Julien PRATS
Position: Co-manager, Craftsman Installation engineer
E-mail: julien@soleneo.fr
Phone number: +33 6 45 14 20 91
Description of the activity
Soleneo is a craft company in the construction business, based on social
and environmental beliefs. Located in Carbonne, in the south of Toulouse,
France, Soleneo offers a global vision on the thermal design of the building,
through advice, recommendation, installation and maintenance of the
renewable energy solutions as wood energy, solar energy and the solutions
in the ventilation of housing.
The main activity is the installation and maintenance of renewable energies:
-

Woodstoves and pellet stoves
Wood-fired and pellet-fired boilers
Hot water and solar heating
Photovoltaic panels
Ventilation
Plumbing and flue systems
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Obtained results
Created less than 10 years ago, the company had 2 employees at start-up
and now has 6 employees.
The company is organized as a cooperative, meaning that employees are
involved in the decision-making process.
Many installations carried out on the territory of the Haute-Garonne in
France allowing the development of renewable energies on all the territory.
Creation of a network of craft companies and craft persons of sustainable
constructions on the south of Toulouse.
The company built for their job activity a building of 500 m² by using only
environmentally responsible materials and solutions.
The company is recognized Grenelle Environment, that is a label given by
the French state for the establishment of good environmental and energy
practices.
Skills required
The renewable energy installer is a specialist in the installation of equipment
such as solar panels (photovoltaic or thermal) or heat pumps.
Under the responsibility of the Project manager, she/he carries out the
studies prior to the installation of the equipment, then carries out the
construction work in collaboration with various craftsmen (electricians,
plumbers).
Skills required: precision, rigour, great technical knowledge (plumbing,
heating, covering / galvanization process or even electricity / thermal
regulation), but also listening an understanding in order to best meet the
customer's request. He/She must also take into account the requirements of
quality, safety, time and cost on construction works.
Studies required
To become a renewable energy installer, you must hold a professional
qualification certificate (CQP in France) "Installer in solar thermal and
photovoltaic systems” accessible after NVQ (vocational qualification) in
plumbing/heating, electrician, covering, lagging and weather-proofing or
electrical engineering.
To be able to install heat pumps, it is necessary to follow a training
"Installer air-conditioner". Additional training may be required (Master
degree in Thermal Engineering and Energy).
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Replication potential
Many companies of this kind exist in France and the model is replicated
almost everywhere in the Europe and in the rest of the world. That means,
there is a lot of companies which are specialized and activists and that's a
very good thing with the respect to sustainable future.
Indeed, a renewable energy installer who takes into consideration all the
elements of the house (insulation, existing heating) is rare because firstly it
will be necessary to isolate the house and after that installing a heating
system and that's a lot of specific work for just one specialized person.
Sustainability of the activity/job (environmental, social, economic and
institutional)
Most renewable energy sources produce little to zero global warming
emissions. Even when including “life cycle” emissions of clean energy (i.e.,
the emissions from each stage of a technology’s life—manufacturing,
installation, operation, decommissioning), the global warming emissions
associated with renewable energy are minimal.
The comparison becomes clear when you look at the numbers. Burning
natural gas for electricity releases between 0.6 and 2 pounds of carbon
dioxide equivalent per kilowatt-hour (CO2E/kWh); coal emits between 1.4
and 3.6 pounds of CO2E/kWh. Wind, on the other hand, is responsible for
only 0.02 to 0.04 pounds of CO2E/kWh on a life-cycle basis; solar 0.07 to
0.2; geothermal 0.1 to 0.2; and hydroelectric between 0.1 and 0.5.
The air and water pollution emitted by coal and natural gas plants is linked
with breathing problems, neurological damage, heart attacks, cancer,
premature death, and a host of other serious problems. Most of these
negative health impacts come from air and water pollution that clean
energy technologies simply don’t produce. Wind, solar, and hydroelectric
systems generate electricity with no associated air pollution emissions.
Geothermal and biomass systems emit some air pollutants, though total air
emissions are generally much lower than those of coal- and natural gasfired power plants.
Compared with fossil fuel technologies, which are typically mechanized and
capital intensive, the renewable energy industry is more labour intensive.
Solar panels need humans to install them; wind farms need technicians for
maintenance. This means that, on average, more jobs are created for each
unit of electricity generated from renewable sources than from fossil fuels.
In addition to the jobs directly created in the renewable energy industry,
growth in clean energy can create positive economic “ripple” effects. For
example, industries in the renewable energy supply chain will benefit, and
unrelated local businesses will benefit from increased household and
business incomes.
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Name of the business / professional:
Fungus Sapiens project by MATRIKA
Address and contacts
Address: Lieu-dit Roqueville, 31 540 Belestat en Lauragais, France
Website: www.fungus-sapiens.com
Contact person: Mariana Dominguez Peñalva
E-mail: fungus-sapiens@gmail.com
Phone number: office (+33)953605589 , mobile (+33)783415118
Description of the activity
It's an agro-biotechnological ecosystem in the circular and social economy.
A hybrid between a mushroom farm & a biomimicry research LAB. A pioneer
model, inspired by nature to turn waste into value and provide innovative
solutions.
Main activities are:
- resources & farming: Fungus Sapiens upcycles organic waste for the
cultivation of organic mushrooms (edible and medicinals) to provide a
sustainable food alternative and create jobs for people in social exclusion.
- r&d: thanks to mycélium (the filamentous part of the mushroom) and
ferments (bacteria and yeasts), they grow innovative 100% compostable
biomaterials and enzymes of biotechnological interest to develop diverse
products (packaging, insulation or flotation devices, fabric, leather, shoes,
etc.) to replace petrochemical-based products (plastic) and other pollutants.
- wastes: at last, to close the Zero waste loop, they transform the remnants
of human productions to develop fertilizers, cattle feed and technical
depolluting substrates (mycoremediation) to clean water and soil
ecologically damaged.
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Obtained results
This activity won a series of prizes:
• 2016 Unreasonable labs contest: Business Model Validation Lab, and 5day accelerator.
• 2016 Unreasonable labs Pitch contest for Dunkerque TED x Presentation.
• 2017 Occistart: 1K€ and personalized counseling for a Crowdfunding
campaign.
• 2017 La Fabrique Aviva contest : 25K€
• 2018 TWB Pitch contest finalists.
• 2019 ANEDD: Pitch contest finalist and special mention for our disruptive
technology.
They were contacted as pioneers and referents of the circular economy in
Occitanie region, France by :
• CCI of Toulouse (Chamber of commerce and industry).
• Coop de France Occitanie for the ORHI POCTEFA Interreg project.
• Agriculture Chamber of Tarn to use our disruptive hybrid economic model
as business case study.
Skills required
Creativity, curiosity, respect, and observation would be the main skills.
When it comes to developing a circular economy model and disruptive
green- tech business development, main answers come from nature and
bio-inspiration.
Short list of some useful skills:
• Knowledge of Science (Biology, Chemistry, Ecology, Engineering) and
Agriculture as well.
• Notions of Environmental management and alternative
business models (Circular economy, Industrial ecology).

economical

• Interest in Innovation, out of the box thinking, solution development and
biomimicry.
• A love for the optimization, upcycling and waste management.
• Experience with handcrafting, manual labor, graphic design (arts, design,
materials, manufacturing methods, eco-conception).
• Militancy and commitment to social, environmental issues and ecological
transition.
• A taste for transmission, raising awareness and communication.
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Studies required
Trans disciplinary and versatility is a most. But if some professional studies
should be listed, the most suitable are:
• Biology / Microbiology.
• Sustainable designer / bio-designer.
• Sustainable Business developer.
• Biotech Engineer.
• Political science, ecology, and strategy.
Replication potential
Since this project is fully bio-inspired in key ecosystem functions and
processes, this project can be adapted and 100% replicated in any part of
the planet where we can find organic matter or biomass to transform
(except maybe in countries with very extreme weather conditions).
In order to adapt this project, conditions must be evaluated (weather, local
resources, social context and political commitment, etc).
Micro-organisms (fungi, bacteria, liquens & algae), are adaptable to a large
variety of solid and liquid wastes. A previous evaluation of the specific
needs of the population, territorial and local environmental issues must be
established before the determination of the production methods, type of
products to be developed and strategy to adopt.
Not much investment or infrastructure are needed in order to install a
production unit.
Sustainability of the activity/job (environmental, social, economic and
institutional)
Mushrooms can grow very fast, almost anywhere, in lignin and cellulose
biomass (number one organic resources on our planet) and, with very little
energy and water, no need for soil or land for their culture, unlike potatoes,
sunflower, corn, sugarcane, etc. They can grow almost anywhere, tunnels,
greenhouses, etc. For instance, they have started with the production of
edible and medicinal organic mushroom in a 40 feet isothermic container,
expecting to expand and double our size every year.
The biomaterial and biotechnological part of the project is not yet developed
so they are concentrating on the edible and Medicinal part of the project.
The global food system is the single largest emitter of greenhouse gases,
the biggest driver of biodiversity loss, and the main cause of deadly algae
blooms along coasts and inland waterways. That's why is the number one
strategic market they want to reach out for solutions. They want to develop
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alternative food and health products to replace the animal based ones (fish,
poultry, red meat) and other beauty, medicinal goods.
Upcycled organic matter, which won't end up pyrolized or in landfills to
produce functional food alternative and medicinal short circuit with positive
impact:
• 4.8 t of organic mushrooms per year.
• 24 t of coffee per year.
• 21 t of wood per year (plus small amounts of unsold food).
• 72 t of Clean-up and fertilizing compost produced per year.
• Zero waste production of 100% compostable biomaterials, (replacement
of disposable plastics and leather). (Quantities yet to be determined,
current market study).
Considering the social sustainability of the activity, it created 2 Full-time
jobs per year for people in social exclusion.
This project has a progressive growth, every year they can expect to earn
60.500€ per 40 container. For 2020 they are going to start with the
biotechnological branch of the project, financially this implies big
investments, but also more important financial revenues and growth.
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Name of the business / professional
Town Hall of Padul
Address and contact
Address: Avda Andalucia, 56, 18640 Padul (SPAIN)
Phone number: 958 790012
http://www.padulteespera.es/
Alcalde de Padul: Manuel Alarcón Perez
alcaldepadul@gmail.com
Description of the activity
The lagoon or peat bog of El Padul is located in the municipality of El Padul,
in the province of Granada, Andalusia (Spain). It is considered to be the
main natural wetland of the province and it is the largest extension of
reedland of Andalusia after Doñana. It is constituted of a series of marshy
areas located mainly in depressed areas around the two existing peat
farms, which are a redoubt of an older, more extensive lagoon system.

The ecological value of this lagoon is immense as it forms a small natural
reserve in a deeply transformed space. Its conservation makes it one of the
best areas in Andalusia for ornithological sighting, where the most experts
could identify almost 170 different species (among them; the little grebe,
the grey heron, the little bittern, the kingfisher, the mallard, the marsh
harrier, the common kestrel, the short-toed eagle, etc.).
Among the vegetation, the tarais, reeds and cattails predominate. There is
also a wooded area where people can see willows, fig trees and other
riverside trees.
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The history of Padul lagoon, like all natural areas of Andalusia, has always
been complicated. Its relation with people was difficult since data are
conserved (Repartimiento of 1514), since it was always being tried to gain
space to the humedal so as to have cultivation zones. Hemp, beet, corn,
beans and many other crops propitiated plans for their drying before
eighteenth century. Nowadays it is protected and forms part of the Network
of Natural Spaces of Andalusia.
The current government decided to see tourism as a formula to activate the
economy of the municipality that has been badly damaged by the crisis due
to its dependence on the construction economy. Due to fact that the lagoon
had suffered for many years because of the neglection by the municipality,
a strategy was implemented. This strategy included several actions and
construction of several routes was among them.
The Ruta del Mamut (Route of Mammoth) is the most significant, since
crosses the place where the remains of several "Lanumous Mammoths"
appeared. It is a low intensity-route, accessible by everyone and it is a
special destination for travelling with children. All the way is practically flat
and the complete route is just a little longer than 8 kilometers. It can be
done in a circular way or else by make a small section and then go back
following the same path.
Starting from the Aula de la Naturaleza (El Aguadero), where you can find
out beforehand, the route begins to border the wetland. One of the most
interesting points is the Mammoth Viewpoint. It is an elevated platform with
a fantastic view of the place.
The species of Mammoth located in Padul lived in cold places, so we can
imagine how different this area was 500,000 years ago.
In the same natural environment there are two more conditioned routes.
These two options also go through the wetland, but also extend to the south
and east through the discovery sites of paleontological remains.


Route of the Tiger Saber Teeth: it is the longest, about 10 km
approximately. It also has a greater accumulated slope (TRAVEL).



Route of the Woolly Rhinoceros: its route is about 9 km long and
practically flat (ROUTE).

The ecological value of this lagoon is immense as it forms a small natural
reserve in a deeply transformed space. Its conservation makes it one of the
best areas in Andalusia for ornithological sighting, where the most
knowledgeables could identify almost 170 different species (among them;
the little grebe, the gray heron, the little bittern, the kingfisher, the mallard,
the marsh harrier, the common kestrel, the short-toed eagle, etc.).
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Among the vegetation, the tarais, reeds and cattails predominate. There is
also a wooded area from where people can see willows, fig trees and other
riverside trees.

Obtained results
The area of the lagoon has been totally revitalized as important investments
have been made to recover flooded areas and clean vegetation.
The number of visitors increased from zero to practically being a fully
occupied place.
Work has been activated in the Nature Classroom, school activities and bird
ringing workshops are carried out.
The Padul lagoon has become an area for climate change study.
The businesses of Padul have increased their influx, mainly thanks to the
visits to the lagoon.
The number of rural lodgings has arisen in our place, not existing until the
lagoon area began to be activated. As a result, many jobs were created
through self-employment.
Skills required
Specialists in active tourism and nature.
Didactic skills
Ornithology specialists
Specialists in Natural conservation
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Studies required
Tourism
Ornithology
Biology
Natural conservation
Replication potential
This initiative has been launched to respond to high levels of unemployment
in rural areas, aiming to fight against depopulation and social inequality
through the establishment of sustainable tourism and respect of the
environment. It is an initiative fully exportable to other areas mainly rural
and with unemployment problems. It has managed to create new
employment and activate the services sector.
Sustainability of the activity / job (environmental, social, economic and
institutional)
Environmentally it is totally sustainable as it has been fomented a respectful
to the environment type of tourism, fleeing from the agglomerations and
promoting its more educative and social slope.
Socially, it seeks to create jobs, to prevent young people from leaving their
town to look for work and to become an initiative that promotes selfemployment and entrepreneurship.
Economically, it intends to activate areas dependent on other economic
sectors that suffered a lot from the crisis and high rates of unemployment.
It seeks to diversify the economic fabric and in fact has managed to activate
the services sector of our municipality.
Institutionally, it is supported by the City Council of Padul and the Junta de
Andalucia and the Diputacion de Granada.
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Name of the business / professional
The employment School “Vives Aprende”

Address and contact
The center of social innovation “ La Noria de Málaga”
Adress: Av. del Arroyo de los Ángeles, 50, 29011 Málaga
Phone: 952 06 97 20
Rafael Alonso Osuna (La Noria)
ralonso@accioncontraelhambre.org
Phone 669 854 195
Silvia Montoya Meléndez (Cerralba)
smontoya@accioncontraelhambre.org
Phone 650 466 127

Description of the activity
The Center of Social Innovation “La Noria” hosts the 'Vives Aprende' Employment
School, managed by the organization ”Acción Contra el Hambre” and with the
collaboration of the ”Diputación de Málaga”, “Obra Social 'la Caixa” and the
European Social Fund.
The free program aims at facilitating the social and professional insertion of
people, through acquisition and/or improvement of professional skills and learning
of basic technical knowledge required in the green economy sector, specifically, in
urban gardens and agriculture ecological, which culminates with a period of nonlabor practices.
The 'Vives Aprende' Employment School aims at job seekers who are interested in
the green economy sector. Vives Aprende is a project aiming at facilitating the
social and labor insertion of people who are unemployed and vulnerable. The
initiative works on the acquisition and improvement of professional skills and the
learning of basic technical knowledge required in the green economy sector, which
culminates with a period of non-labor practices in companies in the sector.
La Noria continues working on social innovation, proposing creative solutions to the
challenges of the province. Organic farming and urban gardens are showing
themselves as niches of employment and business in the province of Malaga,
especially for women as the most affected by unemployment and job insecurity.
During the months that the project lasts, the main activities are:
• Group sessions where people work through training pills, group dynamics and
teamwork skills necessary to access to the world of work.
• Technical and practical training in the field of agroecology and organic farming.
• Personalized attention.
• Direct contact with companies, visits to companies, cooperatives and workshops
with human resources managers.
• Participation and organization of forums, meetings and events.
• Non-labor practices in companies and / or cooperatives in the province.
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Obtained results
La Noria and Acción contra el Hambre held a meeting between cooperatives,
companies and entrepreneurs in green economy and organic production in Pizarra.
The project Vives Aprende Employment School of La Noria and Cerralba organized
the 'Organic Farming, Sustainable Development and Entrepreneurship' day. The
initiative was part of the collaboration agreement between the Diputación de
Málaga and Obra Social 'la Caixa'.
The social innovation center La Noria together with Action Against Hunger held a
meeting between cooperatives, companies and entrepreneurs in green economy
and organic production in the La Huerta Building, headquarters of the node La
Noria - Guadalhorce and the GDR Valley of the Guadalhorce in Pizarra.
More than 30 people attended this day that was the meeting point of the
participants of the Employment Schools of La Noria and Cerralba, who continue to
be trained in urban gardens and agroecology, and companies, agricultural
cooperatives and entrepreneurs of the province of Málaga working in the green
economy and organic production sector. The attendees knew the trends of
agriculture, which is committed to being more social and sustainable.
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During the day, experiences from the province such as La Alacena de Málaga,
Almijara, Agri Smart Data, Exalcobio, Biomilanés, Huerta Río Grande and GDR
Guadalhorce took place and a presentation was held to encourage the digitalization
of the projects as wel as a debate on the future of agriculture. In addition, they
presented the fact that the areas in which there are job opportunities in the green
economy sector cover much more than cultivation and exploitation, but include
tourism, catering, healthy eating, cosmetics, aromatherapy, environmental
education and alternative therapies.
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Skills required






Teaching skills
Motivation capacity
Group management
Knowledge in organic farming
Management knowledge

Studies required



Agronomists
Business management

Replication potential
This initiative has been launched to respond to the high levels of
unemployment in rural areas: it wants to fight against depopulation and
against social inequality through organic farming and urban gardens. It is an
initiative fully exportable to other areas mainly rural and with depopulation
problems.
Sustainability
institutional)

of

the

activity/job

(environmental,

social,

economic

and

Environmentally, it is totally sustainable as it foments ecological agriculture
and cultivation of native products.
Socially, fight for the depopulation of the territories, prevent young people
from leaving their town to look for a job. It has a special impact on training
women who are in a more precarious work situation and social risk.
Economically, it intends to activate areas dependent on other economic sectors
that suffered a lot from the crisis and high rates of unemployment. It seeks to
diversify the economic tissue.
Institutionally it is highly endorsed by the Diputación de Malaga and is
supported by European funds for its development.
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Name of the business/professional
D.N.T. Stiro grupa
Address and contacts
Address: Korenička 27, Zagreb (Office)
Čulinečka cesta 252, Zagreb (Storage-recycling plant and production)
Contact person: Damir Posenjak
Tel: +385 95 5513 782
Mail: info@dnt-stiro-grupa.hr
WEB SITE: https://www.dnt-stiro-grupa.hr/en/
Description of the activity
Company D.N.T. STIRO-GRUPA d.o.o. was founded in 2015. Their core activity
is the collection, disposal and recycling of waste styrofoam (EPS). They have
decided to transfer their know-how to the territory of the Republic of Croatia
through the years of experience of management and personnel in dealing with
all the technologies of styrofoam and various types of polymers in the
European Union. In a very short period of time, their quality and expertise
have been recognized by many companies which have entrusted them with the
disposal of styrofoam (EPS). 85% of recycled and processed styrofoam EPS,
which after treatment is no longer treated as waste, is sold to the European
Union market, and 15% in the Republic of Croatia.
They carry out the collection of waste styrofoam (EPS) in the entire territory of
the Republic of Croatia and neighboring countries in all branches of industry,
food, construction, automotive and other industries, while they do collection
and recycling in their recycling production facility in Zagreb.

Obtained results
-

years of experience
85% sale on EU market
600 tons/year of recycled waste styrofoam (EPS)

Skills required
The only precondition to do this job is the motor skills. There are no other
special requirements. They hired a former student from Secondary schoolCentar za odgoj i obrazovanje. Our former student is working in their Storagerecycling plant and production now. He was a student of excellent motor skills
and reduced intellectual capacity. He has great willingness to work and had
successfully mastered the skills needed to recycle styrofoam. The employer is
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very pleased with his work. Through GrEAT project we strengthened our
relationship with this employer and he decided to apply a new national project
aiming to hire more our former students.
Studies required
A level of education it’s not important, nor is it a precondition for doing or
running this job. DNT STIRO GROUP employees had been working for years in
other EU countries on management and dealing with all the technologies of
styrofoam and various types of polymers. They have decided to transfer their
know-how to the territory of the Republic of Croatia. Now they are running this
company and training motivated employees for working with styrofoam and
polymers in their company.
Replication potential
This experience can be replicated in European context; at present there are 56 companies in Europe which are doing this kind of job. The present offer of
these services is not very large, but there is a big request. So, it could be great
if there is more then 5-6 companies with services of collection, disposal and
recycling of waste styrofoam.
Sustainability
institutional)

of

the

activity/job

(environmental,

social,

economic

and

-

economic: from the establishment of the company, the production
of styrofoam increased by 50-60%, and therefore the need for
labour force.

-

social and institutional: they applied for Project of the Institute for
Professional Rehabilitation and Expertise of Persons with
Disabilities for Employment of People with Disabilities in the Open
Labour Market. The competition procedure was extremely complex,
requiring much investment, skill in completing the documentation
and they waited long for the answer. By positively solving the
contest, they created conditions for extending the production lines
and improving working conditions and recruiting new people. So
they intend to employ another 2 former students from our school.

-

environmental: collection, disposal and recycling
styrofoam has a positive impact on environment.

of

waste

